
Turkish (Altaic) 
 

 1. gördü .........................................He saw. 21. yetti ......................................... He reached it. 

 2. görüldü ..............................He was seen. 22. yetmeliydim ........... I should have reached it. 

 3. görülmedi ................... He was not seen. 23. yetedʒekmiyiz .................... Will we reach it? 

 4. görüyordu ...................... He was seeing. 24. yetmemeli ................. He should not reach it. 

 5. görmedimi ...................... Didn’t he see? 25. yetmiʃti.............................. He has reached it. 

 6. görülmüyoruz ..... We’re not being seen. 26. yetiyoruz ......................... We are reaching it. 

 7. görmeyedʒekmi ...............Won’t he see? 27. kɨrdɨ.............................................He broke it. 

 8. göredʒektim..............I was going to see. 28. kɨrɨyorum ............................ I am breaking it. 

 9. göredʒekler ...................... They will see. 29. kɨrɨlmɨʃtɨ .......................... It has been broken. 

 10. görmüʃtü ............................He was seen. 30. kɨrmayadʒakmɨyɨm ............ Won’t I break it? 

 11. görmemiʃti.................. He was not seen. 31. kɨrɨlmayadʒakmɨ ............Won’t it be broken? 

 12. atʃtɨ ................................... He opened it. 32. kɨrmamalɨyɨz ............ We should not break it. 

 13. atʃmɨʃlardɨ............. They have opened it. 33. kɨradʒaktɨm ...............I was going to break it. 

 14. atʃadʒaklar ................. They will open it. 34. yazɨyorlar ........................... They are writing. 

 15. atʃadʒakmɨʃɨm ......I will have opened it. 35. yazmalɨymɨʃɨm............I should have written. 

 16. atʃtɨmɨ ............................ Did he open it? 36. yazɨlmamɨʃtɨ .............. It has not been written. 

 17. atʃmalɨydɨm .........I should’ve opened it. 37. yazadʒakmɨ .............................Will he write? 

 18. atʃɨyormu ..................... Is he opening it? 38. yazadʒakmɨyɨz .......................Will we write? 

 19. atʃmadɨm ..................... I did not open it. 39. yazmayordu.................... He was not writing. 

 20. yetmedimi.................Didn’t he reach it? 40. yazadʒakmɨʃɨz ............. We will have written. 

There are five verb roots in this data:  gör, atʃ, yet, kɨr, and yaz. 
There are a lot of inflections on these roots.  List them all, give their meanings, and indicate 
how they are used together (i.e, describe their order of occurrence). 
List all the allomorphs for each morpheme and give their conditioning environments,  
or state general rules that predict all the allomorphy. 

Note: Ignore contractions in the glosses — they’re used only to save space. 


